
Come join us EXPLORE figs!! Learn an easy technique to propagate your own tree with a FREE scion 
provided from west coast fig king Harvey Correia.  Amy Kinsey from Chula Vista will discuss various aspects 
of Figs that she has learned from following Mr. Correia’s methods. 
Amy Kinsey originally from a farm area in Central Illinois moved to San Diego while serving in the United 
States Navy in 1989.  After serving several military tours and graduating from San Diego State University, 
Amy realized she could not leave California’s ideal weather. In 2014 Amy came to the discover the delight of 
fresh figs , and decided it was time to grow her own tree.  She did not realize how fast and easy it was to 
propagate figs!  Little did she know within a year she would own more than a 100 of her own trees!  Talking 
to Figaholics Harvey Correia she informed him she would like to look into getting 3 nice trees.  The craziness 
began after finding that she could grow figs in 5 gallon pots!  A fig tree can stay in a 5 gallon bucket for up 
to 4 four years before needing to be removed for a root prune!  A fig tree can grow 7 feet and provide fruit 
within a year.  Amy gravitates to wanting to test and taste as many varieties she finds interesting.   She 
wants to explore what would be the best trees to grow for her family and share with friends. Over a short 
period of three years she has found a whole new fig community and resources to obtain some of the best 
fruit varieties.  From the help of her true mentor, Harvey Correia of Isleton, California she hopes to educate 
more people on the wonders of the fig tree! She currently has over 400 varieties from the fig community.   
The March meeting will include Introduction into anatomy of figs, brief prorogation of 
(advantages/disadvantages) potting, airlayers, seedlings, discussing varieties for your region, pests/disease 
and methods to limit them, finding safe reliable sources to purchase rare varieties and other interesting 
discoveries she has found while adventuring her hobby.  
Amy will also bring a MF11 Dark Italian Fig 5 Gallon for the raffle table. 


